2017 Career/College Exploration Night - Confirmed Attendees - as of September 21, 2017

1. AMERICAN JEWISH UNIVERSITY
2. ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
3. ART INSTITUTE - HOLLYWOOD
4. AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
5. BIOLA UNIVERSITY
6. BRANDMAN UNIVERSITY
7. BUTTE COLLEGE
8. CA ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
9. CAL MARITIME
10. CAL POLY, POMONA
11. CAL POLY, SAN LUIS OBISPO
12. CALIFORNIA BAPTIST UNIVERSITY
13. CERRITOS COLLEGE
14. CERRITOS COLLEGE - LAW/PARALEGAL
15. CERRITOS COLLEGE - PROJECT HOPE
16. CERRITOS COLLEGE - EOPS PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
17. CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY
18. CHARLES DREW UNIVERSITY
19. COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY - PUEBLO
20. COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY, FORT COLLINS
21. COLUMBIA COLLEGE HOLLYWOOD
22. CONSERVATION CORPS OF LONG BEACH
23. CORNELL UNIVERSITY
24. CSU, CHICO
25. CSU, DOMINGUEZ HILLS
26. CSU, EAST BAY
27. CSU, FULLERTON
28. CSU, LONG BEACH (12 Programs)
29. CSU, LOS ANGELES
30. CSU, SACRAMENTO
31. CSU, SAN BERNARDINO
32. DEPARTMENT OF TRADES AND INDUSTRY
33. DEVRY UNIVERSITY
34. DOMINICAN UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
35. DOWNEY ADULT SCHOOL
36. DREXEL UNIVERSITY
37. EL CAMINO COLLEGE
38. EXPLORING (A division of Boy Scouts of America)
39. FASHION INSTITUTE OF DESIGN & MERCHANDISING
40. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI)
41. GOLDEN WEST COLLEGE
42. GRAND CANYON UNIVERSITY
43. HAVENFORD COLLEGE
44. HOPE INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
45. HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
46. ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
47. LBCC - BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/ECONOMICS
48. LBCC - COMMUNICATION STUDIES
49. LBCC - COMPUTER & OFFICE SYSTEMS
50. LBCC - ENROLLMENT SERVICES/FINANCIAL AID
51. LBCC - EOPS PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
52. LBCC - FAMILY & CONSUMER STUDIES
53. LBCC - FUTURE TEACHERS CLUB AND READING DEPT.
54. LBCC - HONORS PROGRAM
55. LBCC - METAL FABRICATION & WELDING PROGRAM
56. LBCC - OUTREACH & RECRUITMENT OFFICE
57. LONG BEACH JOB CORPS CENTER
58. LONG BEACH POLICE DEPARTMENT
59. LONG BEACH ROTARY SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
60. LONG BEACH SCHOOL FOR ADULTS
61. LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
62. LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
63. MARYMOUNT CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY
64. MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
65. MOUNT SAINT MARY'S UNIVERSITY - LOS ANGELES
66. MUSICIANS INSTITUTE
67. NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
68. NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY
69. ORANGE COAST COLLEGE
70. OTIS COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN
71. PACIFIC UNIVERSITY OREGON
72. PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
73. POINT LOMA NAZARENE UNIVERSITY
74. PORT OF LONG BEACH
75. PURDUE UNIVERSITY
76. SAN DIEGO CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
77. SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
78. SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE
79. SOKA UNIVERSITY
80. SONOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
81. SOUTH COAST COLLEGE
82. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTURE
83. SOUTHWEST CARPENTERS TRAINING FUND
84. SPELMAN COLLEGE
85. SWIS EDUCATION GROUP
86. SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
87. TEACHER ASSOCIATION OF LONG BEACH (TALB)
88. TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
89. THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
90. TUSKEGEE UNIVERSITY
91. UA Plumbers 78
92. UC, BERKELEY
93. UC, DAVIS
94. UC, IRVINE
95. UC, LOS ANGELES
96. UC, MERCED
97. UC, RIVERSIDE
98. UC, SAN DIEGO
99. UC, SANTA BARBARA
100. UC, SANTA CRUZ
101. UCLA - AIR FORCE ROTC
102. UNITED STATES ARMY
103. UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
104. UNITED STATES NAVY
105. UNIVERSAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
106. UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
107. UNIVERSITY OF ALBANY
108. UNIVERSITY OF EAST LONDON
109. UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
110. UNIVERSITY OF LAVERNE
111. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
112. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT LOWELL
113. UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS
114. UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, RENO
115. UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
116. UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS
117. UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
118. UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
119. UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (USC)
120. UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
121. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON
122. VANGUARD UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
123. WESTERN OREGON UNIVERSITY
124. WESTMONT COLLEGE
125. WHEATON COLLEGE
126. WHITTIER COLLEGE

Note:
This listing does not include all presenters who will be participating. Typically, 150-160 schools/organizations attend this event. We will add additional participants as they confirm.